PAUL SINGIR
My name is Singir Paul Yennuyal and I am a
graduate with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing
at the University for Development Studies (UDS)
Tamale located in the northern part of Ghana. I
am a native of Sayeegu which is a community
under the Bunkpurugu-Nakpanduri district in
the North East Region. As a citizen of Sayeegu
community, I realized that the root source of
the problem that the community faced was lack
of health facility leading to the unnecessary
expenditure of finances on health and yet
always losing many citizens.
Being born and raised from such a community
and being privilege to witness and go through
all the above mentioned challenges, I was
internally motivated to acquire health knowledge and skills so as to stand the chance of
being a solution to the challenges of my people in Sayeegu community. This truly forms the
basis of my purpose for offering Nursing at the university with the intention of promoting
health education and advocating for the need of a health facility in my community after
gaining the necessary power and education as a graduate and a licensed Nurse.
Educational Pathways International (EPI) which is known largely as a very life changing
Organization, contributed positively to my life academically and in other areas of my life. EPI
sponsorship enabled me to approach life in a better and a more excellent way. My desire to
study and learn new things kept increasing daily because of my exposure to several learning
materials, educative programs, and mentorship sessions being organized by EPI. This has
been my motivation not just only to graduate successfully with a BSc. Nursing but to go as
high in academia even up to the level of PhD in Nursing and this will imply that the quality of
life of the human race in our various societies and beyond will take a high stand of
improvement.
I want to use this privilege to indeed testify that the transformations made by EPI can never
be quantified and many more others will stand as proves to this fact. My great appreciation
and thanks goes to EPI for personalizing the responsibility of grooming me into a well
successful citizen who is ready to affect positive changes in my community and Ghana as a
nation. I must say that EPI is indeed the pathway for the betterment of human lives. Thank
you.

